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Metalz, President of the West Toronto Beading Guild, Vice
President, East Toronto Beading Guild, and a Wire, Enamel
and Metal Aficionado.

As an artist she experimented with many forms of art and
design, but it wasn't until she started designing with wire
and metal that she became totally captivated! She looks forward to designing “outside of the box” at every opportunity. Caroline is constantly researching sources, products, and materials that are new and eco-friendly,
reusable, or recycled, and enjoys sharing this knowledge with others to reduce the industries carbon footprint.
ABOUT THE TORCH FIRED ENAMELING DEMONSTRATION:

PETRIFIED WOOD CUTS
2017 EXECUTIVE
LIGHTER SIDE

Caroline Andrews will guide you step by step through
the immersion technique of torch enameling. She will
describe the tools required, and discuss the types of
enamels to be used. In the demonstration you will learn
how to properly hold, heat and immerse copper vintage
components (supplied by Robert Hall Originals) to create a variety of amazing pendants.

Christmas Potluck
Dinner Photos:
December 8 2017
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BLMS INFO
WORKSHOP: Our workshop is open Wednesdays from 1:00 to 9:00 pm and Sundays from 12-2pm.
N.B. please contact Rita A: apanavr@gmail.com or 289-682-7612 or Ernie at 519-583-9457 about the
extended hours on Wednesdays.
CCFMS: Check Website for show updates.

http://www.ccfms.ca

MEMBERS: Thanks to all members who help setup and remove tables and chairs for our monthly
meetings, also to our social committee for the coffee and snacks. Special thanks to Sue Gunter for
donating a sterling ring to our monthly draw. (also Rita for the salad donation)
FACEBOOK: Andrea Larromana has added Facebook to our website and link on our
newsletter https://www.facebook.com/groups/916113761832155/
TREASURER: FAYE WOULD LIKE TO REMIND ALL MEMBERS THAT THE 2018
MEMBERSHIP FEES ARE NOW DUE.
FEBRUARY IS YOUR LAST NEWSLETTER WITHOUT RENEWAL.
FEBRUARY PROGRAM: With uncertain weather in February we have decided to do a popcorn and
movie night.
MARCH PROGRAM: Grieg Hutton - Rocks and Gems of Myanmar
******** FREE FOR THE TAKING ****(AT HELEN ST. WORKSHOP): GLASS DISPLAY CASE
60”L X 20”D X 32”H (OVER HEIGHT 44” ON WHEELS) ***

A FEW NOTES FROM THE PRESIDENT.
Now that the holidays are gone again (don’t they go faster every year?) and we find ourselves in the deep of winter (at the moment it is outside -26 C) is it time to think about
what is coming. It is maybe time to organize your stone and mineral collection. I should
take a lot of my treasures out of their baggies, boxes or buckets, clean them up and put
them on a nice stand and make a label for them. I am thinking about buying one of those
cabinets from IKEA, modify it so that I can put twice as much material in it and keep the
dust out. I also should put them on an inventory list so that I finally stop buying the
same minerals every time I come at a show (I have 4 pieces of Molybdenite!). Someone
gave me a beautiful piece of petrified wood of 5 by 10 inches and that piece deserves a
nice metal stand, so that means some welding work. I have to do the same with a nice
fossil I purchased some time ago.
Of course, when you go through your collection you should remember that the theme for our upcoming
show is GREEN. This means anything green, be it green stones or minerals, but also things associated
with a green environment or how you create green light with stones or crystals. So, let your creative juices flow and create something for our show. Our show has to be also a place where you can look at
stones and minerals and not only a place where you buy your next treasures. We have a good number of
display cases you can use. At the end of all that work maybe you have your stones and minerals reorganized and then you have a totally different look at your collection. You might even appreciate more
that collecting and looking at stones and minerals is a fantastic hobby and that it is really great to belong
to a lapidary and mineral club.
Greetings, John Moons.
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2018 GEM AND MINERAL SHOWS
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March 3-4 2018: Kawartha Rock and Fossil Club presents their 24th annual show. 10 AM
to 5 PM both days. Evinrude Centre, 911 Monaghan Road, Peterborough, Ontario. For
more information contact: Robert Becket, phone 705-740-4530 or e-mail
rhbeckett@bell.net . Admission $4; children under 12 free.
March 24-25 2018: Buffalo Geological Society presents the 50th Annual Gem Mineral Fossil Show.
Saturday, 10 AM to 6 PM; Sunday 10 AM to 5 PM. Erie County Fairgrounds, Market, Grange, & State
Police Buildings, 5820 South Park Avenue, Hamburg, New York. For more info visit http://
www.bgsny.org
April 7-8 2018: Brantford Lapidary and Mineral Society presents their 46th annual Lapidary and Mineral Show. Saturday and Sunday, 10 AM to 5 PM. Paris Fairgrounds, 139 Silver Street, Paris, Ontario
N3L 1V5. For more info visit http://www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca/abouttheshow.htm

Chemical Formula: Pt
Locality: Most notably from the Urals, Russia and Brazil.
Name Origin: Spanish, platina = “silver.”
Platinum is a chemical element with the chemical symbol Pt and an
atomic number of 78. It is a dense, malleable, ductile, highly unreactive,
precious, gray-white transition metal. Its name is derived from the Spanish term platina, which is literally translated into “little silver”. Platinum
is a member of the platinum group of elements and group 10 of the periodic table of elements. It has six naturally occurring isotopes. It is one of the rarest elements in the
Earth’s crust with an average abundance of approximately 5 μg/kg. It occurs in some nickel and copper
ores along with some native deposits, mostly in South Africa, which accounts for 80% of the world production. Because of its scarcity in the earth’s crust, only a few hundred tonnes are produced annually,
and is therefore highly valuable and is a major precious metal commodity. Platinum is the least reactive
metal. It has remarkable resistance to corrosion, even at high temperatures, and is therefore considered a
noble metal. Consequently, platinum is often found chemically uncombined as native platinum. Because
it occurs naturally in the alluvial sands of various rivers, it was first used by pre-Columbian South American natives to produce artifacts. It was referenced in European writings as early as 16th century, but it
was not until Antonio de Ulloa published a report on a new metal of Colombian origin in 1748 that it became investigated by scientists.
Platinum is used in catalytic converters, laboratory equipment, electrical contacts and electrodes, platinum resistance thermometers, dentistry equipment, and jewellery. Being a heavy metal, it leads to health
issues upon exposure to its salts, but due to its corrosion resistance, it is not as toxic as some metals.
Compounds containing platinum, most notably cisplatin, are applied in chemotherapy against certain
types of cancer. (geologypage.com)
Physical Properties: Cleavage: None
Colour: Whitish steel gray, Steel gray, Dark gray.
Density: 14 –22, Average = 18
Fracture: Hackly – Jagged, torn surfaces, (e.g. fractured metals).
Hardness: 4-4.5 – Between Fluorite and Apatite
Luminescence: Non-fluorescent.
Luster: Metallic
Magnetism: Naturally weak
Streak: grayish white
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MINERAL OF THE MONTH
HEMIMORPHITE, is Zn4(Si2O7)(OH)2·H2O, a component of calamine. It
is a sorosilicate mineral which has been historically mined from the
upper parts of zinc and lead ores, chiefly associated with smithsonite,
ZnCO3. They were assumed to be the same mineral and both were
classed under the same name of calamine. In the second half of the
18th century it was discovered that these two different minerals were
both present in calamine. They closely resemble each other.
The silicate was the rarer of the two, and was named hemimorphite,
because of the hemimorph development of its crystals. This unusual
form, which is typical of only a few minerals, means that the crystals
are terminated by dissimilar faces. Hemimorphite most commonly
forms crystalline crusts and layers, also massive, granular, rounded
and reniform aggregates, concentrically striated, or finely needleshaped, fibrous or stalactitic, and rarely fan-shaped clusters of crystals.
Some specimens show strong green fluorescence in shortwave ultraviolet light (253.7 nm) and weak light pink fluorescence in longwave UV.
Occurrence: Hemimorphite most frequently occurs as the product of
the oxidation of the upper parts of sphalerite bearing ore bodies, accompanied by other secondary minerals which form the so-called iron cap or gossan. Hemimorphite is an important ore of zinc and contains up to 54.2% of the metal, together with silicon, oxygen and hydrogen. The crystals are blunt at
one end and sharp at the other.
The regions on the Belgian-German border are well known for their deposits of
hemimorphite of metasomatic origin, especially Vieille Montagne in Belgium and
Aachen in Germany. Other deposits are in Tarnowskie Góry area in Upper Silesia,
Poland; near Phoenixville, Pennsylvania; the Missouri lead-zinc district; Elkhorn,
Montana; Leadville, Colorado; and Organ Mountains, New Mexico in the United
States; and in several localities in North Africa. Further hemimorphite occurrences
are the Padaeng deposit near Mae Sod in western Thailand; Sardinia; Nerchinsk,
Siberia; Cave del Predil, Italy; Bleiberg, Carinthia, Austria; Matlock, Derbyshire,
England. (Wikipedia)
THINGS YOU MIGHT NEED TO KNOW:

1. Eat breakfast like a king, lunch like a prince and dinner like a college kid with a maxed out charge card.
2. Eat more foods that grow on trees and plants and eat less food that is manufactured in plants.
3. Drink green tea and plenty of water. Eat blueberries, broccoli, and almonds.
4. No one is in charge of your happiness except you.
Smile for the Day: Intentionally losing a game of rock, paper, scissors is just as hard as trying to win.
Your future self is watching you right now through memories.

Shop Tip: SAVE THAT WATER FROM BOILED POTATOES!
Drop your tarnished jewelry and table silver in it. Leave it for an hour or two and it will shine!
(Via Breccia (date unknown) via Santa Clara Gem & Mineral Society, 6/97, via The Coral Geode, 3/98, the Ammonite, 1/14)
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The Rolling Stone
Your editor being interested in our clubs history went into the archives to find this photo of a very active member in past years. The
story unfolds that five club members; Phyllis and Rudi Czarnowski,
Louise Dawson, Claire Fisher and Bob Douel travelled to Thunderbay in Bob’s van and on March 18 1977 were the first club to claim
the ‘Rolling Stone’ from the Thunderbay Club. The news spread
quickly and a large group of Burlington Gemini Club members attended our April show to claim the trophy. A news worthy note that
our club was incorporated that same year in 1977.
Our club reclaimed the ‘Rolling Stone’ in October 2000 from the
Kitchener-Waterloo club, perhaps it is time again.
The following article explains additional info on the famous
‘Rolling Stone’.
In 1975 Thunder Bay Gem and Mineral Club presented to the Central Canadian Federation of Mineralogical Societies (CCFMS) an
award to foster friendships, collaboration, and information between clubs with similar interests in mineralogy, geology paleontology and gemmology. The mineral sample is a large Thunder Bay
Amethyst. Amethyst was declared by the province as the official
mineral of Ontario in 1975.
In order to “claim” the award, another club must attend a club
event sponsored by the club in possession of the award with a
minimum specified number of members depending on the geographical distance between the two clubs. The group now in possession of the Rolling Stone may keep it until another club serves
notice that they wish to ‘claim’ it. A plaque with the date is affixed
to the award. Since 1975 it has been “moved” to 31 different clubs,
some of which no longer exist. It has been claimed several times
by some Clubs. The Gem & Mineral Club of Scarborough has had it
4 times. Each club’s name & date are on it. Space for
more names was running out, so…
Several years ago, Heinz Weltner of GMCS redesigned
and refinished the case so the Amethyst crystal was self
contained, that is it could be displayed as you see in the
photo and packed away for safe keeping with out removing it from its container.
The Gem & Mineral Club most recently claimed the award
from Sudbury Club at their annual show with about 15
members of this club. About 3 years ago the Willowdale
Gem & Mineral Club claimed it at a December Christmas
party. The following year the Willowdale Club closed its
doors and sadly the Rolling Stones’ whereabouts became
a mystery, until just recently! Luckily for us events like
Christmas forces us to check out those deep dark corners for treasures that we tuck away for safe keeping! I
have Great hiding places, then I forget where they are exactly! Guess I am not the only one!
The CCFMS will decide how the next recipient club will be
determined. Stay tuned.
Lower right photo: Chris
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ONYX
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Onyx is a banded variety of the oxide mineral chalcedony. Agate and onyx are both varieties of layered chalcedony that differ only in the form of the bands: agate has curved bands and onyx has parallel bands. The colours of its bands range from white to almost every colour (save some shades, such as purple or blue). Commonly, specimens of onyx contain bands of black and/or white.
Onyx is formed of bands of chalcedony in alternating colours. It is cryptocrystalline, consisting of fine intergrowths of the silica minerals quartz and moganite. Its bands are parallel to one another, as opposed to the
more chaotic banding that often occurs in agates.
Sardonyx is a variant in which the coloured bands are sard (shades of red) rather than black. Black onyx is
perhaps the most famous variety, but is not as common as onyx with coloured bands. Artificial treatments
have been used since ancient times to produce both the black color in "black onyx" and the reds and yellows
in sardonyx. Most "black onyx" on the market is artificially coloured.
IMITATIONS AND TREATMENTS: The name has sometimes been
used, incorrectly, to label other banded lapidary materials, such
as banded calcite found in Mexico, Pakistan, and other places,
and often carved, polished and sold. This material is much softer than true onyx, and much more readily available. The majority
of carved items sold as "onyx" today are this carbonate material.
Artificial onyx types have also been produced from common chalcedony and plain agates. The first-century
naturalist Pliny the Elder described these techniques being used in Roman times. Treatments for producing
black and other colors include soaking or boiling chalcedony in sugar solutions, then treating with sulfuric or
hydrochloric acid to carbonize sugars which had been absorbed into the top layers of the stone. These techniques are still used, as well as other dyeing treatments, and most so-called "black onyx" sold is artificially
treated. In addition to dye treatments, heating and treatment with nitric acid have been used to lighten or eliminate undesirable colours.
GEOGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE: Onyx is a gemstone found in various regions of the world including Yemen,
Uruguay, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, Czech Republic, Germany, India, Indonesia, Pakistan,
Madagascar, Latin America, the UK, and various states in the US.
HISTORIC USE: It has a long history of use for hardstone carving and jewelry, where it is usually cut as a cabochon or into beads. It has also been used for intaglio and hardstone cameo engraved gems, where the bands
make the image contrast with the ground. Some onyx is natural but much of the material in commerce is produced by the staining of agate.
Onyx was used in Egypt as early as the Second Dynasty to make bowls and other pottery items. Use of sardonyx appears in the art of Minoan Crete, notably from the archaeological recoveries at Knossos.
Brazilian green onyx was often used as plinths for art deco sculptures created in the 1920s and 1930s. The
German sculptor Ferdinand Preiss used Brazilian green onyx for the base on the majority of his chryselephantine sculptures. Green onyx was also used for trays and pin dishes – produced mainly in Austria – often with
small bronze animals or figures attached.
Onyx is mentioned in the Bible many times. Sardonyx (onyx in which white layers alternate with sard) is mentioned in the Bible as well.
SUPERSTITIONS: The ancient Romans entered battle carrying amulets of sardonyx engraved with Mars, the
god of war. This was believed to bestow courage in battle. In Renaissance Europe, wearing sardonyx was believed to bestow eloquence. A traditional Persian belief is that it helped with epilepsy. Sardonyx was traditionally used by English midwives to ease childbirth by laying it between the breasts of the mother. (Wikipedia)
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I know some of our club members are familiar with Nancy & Walter
Marchl of the London club, so here is a little news about Herkimer
and the 2017 fire at the Herkimer Mine.
“We stopped at the Ace of Diamond Mine on our way home from
Boston. Ted Smith and Tom were packing crystals to take to the
upcoming Tucson show. See the beauty large one foot size specimen in matrix also going.
The new addition we hadn't seen before is the 1,500 lb Allosaurus
Dinosaur standing guard over the mine and store.
The last picture is the sight of the former Herkimer Diamond Mine
with the machinery and rock pile. They built 2 buildings this fall after the fire one to the right and
one beside the restaurant.
We asked Ted about the fire and
he told us they heard it was
caused by electrical problems
and all the beautiful large museum pieces that were up stairs
would all split with the heat of
the fire then the cold water applied by the firemen. Plus everything else
gone that was in the store. Too bad.” Nancy and Walter
HOW DID THOSE PETRIFIED LOGS GET 'CUT'?
Why do the petrified logs look like someone cut them with a saw?
Petrified wood is mostly silica—quartz. The logs are very hard (7.8
on the 1-10 Mohs hardness scale!), but brittle. After petrification,
but while the logs were still encased in matrix rock, the logs
cracked under stress. As the logs eroded out, from gravity and ice
wedging, the cracks widened and segments separated. Silica naturally breaks on a clean angle.
The fossilization process itself is fairly complex but it goes something like this:
A tree dies, falls over and is buried in a river channel or floodplain, under layers of mud, sand and gravel.
In the groundwater table, the tree becomes saturated like a sponge and expands. The water, sand and
gravel cut off exposure to oxygen, so the tree doesn't rot. Volcanic ash in the water breaks down, and the
silica that was in the ash goes into solution — forming silicic acid, which enters the waterlogged tree and
interacts chemically with the wood, altering it to silica and replicating the features of the wood. Over time,
you end up with a silica replica of the tree.
So the movement and erosion of the land is what caused the logs to break. And the inner surfaces where
they've broken are flat because quartz doesn't break neatly across its crystal faces, so instead it snaps
across the log's shortest area across — sort of like when you snap a piece of chalk.
These logs are pure quartz, and to cut them would require a diamond saw. Rock shops use these saws to
cut log portions and polish them for sale, but at Petrified Forest, this has happened naturally over very
long periods of time." (geology in)
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2017 EXECUTIVE:
PRESIDENT: JOHN MOONS

519-752-9756

VICE PRESIDENT: STEVE JOHNSON
TREASURER: FAYE MEADOWS

campbell.moons@silomail.com
steve1johnson@hotmail.com

519-725-4678

SECRETARY: BILL VANGAAL

fayemeadows@rogers.com
bsvang@primus.ca

SHOW CHAIR 2017: BOB PARRY

519-448-1236

robert@roberthalloriginals.com

NEWSLETTER EDITOR: ROGER CAMPBELL

519-442-6542

roger.camp@sympatico.ca

SOCIAL: CONSTANCE HANSCOMB

519-720-0679

cshanscomb@yahoo.com

SOCIAL: ANDREA & DAVID LEARMONTH:

andrea.lynn.learmonth@gmail.com

PROGRAM: BETTY PARRY

519-448-1236

betty@roberthalloriginals.com

FIELD TRIPS: ANDREA LARROMANA

519-761-2135

andrea.larromana@yahoo.ca

CCFMS REP.: KATHY LAHAY

519-725-4678

kllahay@rogers.com

LIBRARIAN: DARREN GAGE

519-758-8426

darren_gage@hotmail.com

WORKSHOP CHAIR PERSON: ERNIE EDMONDS 519-583-9457

LIGHTER SIDE
GREAT TRUTHS THAT ADULTS HAVE LEARNED:
1) Raising teenagers is like nailing jello to a tree.
2) Wrinkles don't hurt.
3) Families are like fudge...mostly sweet, with a few nuts.
4) Today's mighty oak is just yesterday's nut that held its ground.
5) Laughing is good exercise. It's like jogging on the inside.

YOU KNOW YOU’RE A ROCKHOUND WHEN:

 You receive a letter from the county informing you a landfill permit is required
to put anymore rocks on your property.
 Your Internet home page has pictures of your rocks.
 There's a copy of Dana's Manual next to your toilet.
 You still think pet rocks are a pretty neat idea.
 You get excited when you discover a hardware store that stocks 16 pound
sledge hammers and 5 foot long pry bars.

Mailing address: 1 Sherwood Drive, Brantford, Ont. N3T 1N3
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Website: www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca

